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Abstract

Robust Aircraft Scheduling

in Point Merge System Under Uncertainties

Somang Lee

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

This dissertation reports on the scheduling algorithms in the Point Merge

System (PMS). Specifically, two problems are addressed: a scheduling problem

without uncertainties, including a holding pattern, and a robust scheduling

problem considering uncertainties.

In the PMS, the scheduling algorithm including a holding pattern is de-

scribed based on the previous result, a PMS scheduling algorithm. The PMS

configuration is transformed to a node–link structure, and the optimization

problem is formulated using binary and integer variables. The conventional

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation cannot be directly ap-

plied to the transformed node–link structure because of the characteristics of

holding patterns. Thus, to apply the MILP formulation to the proposed PMS

holding algorithm, the route structure is changed, and virtual fixes are intro-

duced. Several suitable constraints such as first-in-first-out and discrete holding

delay constraints are introduced to incorporate the characteristics of the holding

procedure in the MILP formulation.
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Moreover, the robust scheduling algorithm of the PMS is provided consid-

ering the uncertainties of the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) and Contin-

uous Descent Approach (CDA). The methodology of robust optimization is

described. Because the uncertain constraint can be converted to a determinis-

tic constraint through the chance constraint, the ETA and CDA uncertainty

models are assumed to follow a normal distribution. In particular, the depen-

dence of the ETA uncertainty on the remaining flight time, and the correlation

between the previous and subsequent uncertainties are reflected through a mul-

tivariate normal distribution. The sliding window technique is used to reduce

the computation load in the numerical simulation.

The numerical simulations demonstrate the performance of the proposed

scheduling algorithms. The Monte Carlo simulation results show that the PMS

algorithm considering a holding pattern exhibits a high aircraft capability and

an additional degree of freedom. Moreover, the performance of the robust

scheduling algorithm is evaluated in terms of the number of constraint vio-

lations, average delay, and amount of schedule change. The Monte Carlo sim-

ulation indicates that the robust scheduling algorithm corresponds to fewer

constraint violations and reduces the amount of schedule change.

Keywords: Aircraft Sequencing and Scheduling, Robust Optimization, Esti-

mated Time of Arrival (ETA), Point Merge System (PMS), Uncertainty, Hold-

ing Pattern

Student Number: 2014-21893
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

In recent years, air traffic has increased and Air Traffic Management (ATM)

has received considerable attention. According to the Air Transport Action

Group, the number of total air passengers worldwide is expected to double

from 3.3 billion in 2014 to 6.9 billion in 2034. [1] With the airspace near the

airport becoming saturated, the amount of airborne delays is increasing, along

with the workload of human air traffic controllers to manage the growing air

traffic.

To alleviate these problems, several procedures have been recommended and

adopted in most airports, for example, Standard Instrument Departure (SID),

which is a predefined departure process for a flight, and Standard Terminal Ar-

rival Route (STAR), which is an arrival procedure in the Terminal Maneuvering

Area (TMA). These procedures were developed to accommodate as many air-

craft categories as possible, thereby reducing the complexity of communication

between the pilot and air traffic controller. [2] However, if the airspace is con-

gested to a level beyond the developed procedure, the air traffic controller must

manage the flights using other approaches, such as radar vectoring. Neverthe-
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less, such traditional approaches involve a higher workload for the air traffic

controllers as they must provide the appropriate heading, altitude, and speed

direction to each flight. In this case, the communication load of the air traffic

controllers also increases.

Many researchers have attempted to develop a decision support tool for

air traffic controllers. Single European Sky ATM Research system (SESAR) of

Europe and the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) of the

USA represent the latest efforts to alleviate the workload of air traffic controllers

by using schedule managing tools. [3]

In addition, the point merge system (PMS) has been recently developed to

efficiently manage the arrival flow of aircraft. [4] The PMS, proposed by EU-

ROCONTROL Experimental Centre in 2006, has been widely adopted by many

airports including the Oslo, Dublin, and Jeju international airports. Compared

to radar vectoring, the PMS can simplify the tasks of air traffic controllers and

reduce the communication loads and workloads by standardizing the flight op-

erations. In addition, the flight trajectory can be easily predicted, and the air

traffic can be efficiently managed.

The main objective of this study is to obtain a robust schedule in the PMS

under uncertainties. To this end, two main problems are considered. The first

problem is a scheduling problem without uncertainties. A holding pattern is

implemented along with the PMS, and the effect of the scheduling algorithm

with a holding pattern is analyzed. A holding pattern is usually defined near the

PMS and used to manage the arrival time of a flight at the PMS. In congested

scenarios, the PMS alone may fail in managing the arriving air traffic, requiring

the air traffic controllers to manage the flights through radar vectoring, which
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is laborious for the controllers. Nevertheless, by including the holding pattern

in the scheduling problem of the PMS, the air traffic controllers can efficiently

manage the flights even in saturated airspace. In addition, the degree of freedom

of scheduling can be increased, thereby enhancing the quality of the scheduling

solution.

The second problem is a robust scheduling problem considering uncertain-

ties. In general, the presence of uncertainties can degrade the scheduling per-

formance, causing the scheduling algorithm to yield an inappropriate flight

schedule. Rescheduling must be performed to adjust the inappropriate sched-

ule, thereby increasing the workload of the air traffic controllers. In addition,

an additional delay of the flight may occur in the rescheduling process, lead-

ing to an increase in the overall delay of the airspace. Moreover, the freedom

of scheduling for the PMS is limited compared to that of the radar vectoring

because the operation of the flights is standardized. Owing to the lack of free-

dom of rescheduling, it is preferable to avoid excessive rescheduling in the PMS.

Consequently, a robust schedule must be generated to address the uncertainties

in the PMS. In this study, two types of uncertainties are considered, specifically,

those pertaining to the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) and Continuous De-

scent Approach (CDA). The ETA determines the scheduling bounds of each

flight at a specific point; the ETA is usually assumed to be deterministic but

is stochastic in practical. Therefore, the ETA uncertainty must be considered

to determine a feasible solution for a flight and minimize delays. By consider-

ing the uncertainties, the robustness-related quantities such as the amount of

schedule change and number of constraint violations can be likely be reduced.
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1.2 Literature Review

The literature review presented in this section is divided into three sections.

At first, studies on the aircraft sequencing and scheduling is reviewed in Sec-

tion 1.2.1. In Section 1.2.2, the literature related to the point merge system is

summarized. Because a scheduling problem in the point merge system is rarely

studied, the literature reporting the result of Human-in-the-loop simulation is

also reviewed. Section 1.2.3 presents the review of studies on aircraft scheduling

considering uncertainty.

1.2.1 Aircraft Sequencing and Scheduling

Studies on aircraft sequencing and scheduling have been mainly conducted

focusing on the scheduling problem in a runway or the airport surface. The

throughput of runway is the main concern of these studies.

In the beginning, only the arrival scheduling problem was studied. Beasley

et al. proposed a population heuristic algorithm for London Heathrow airport,

which showed that the heuristic algorithm can improve the runway throughput

about 2-5%. [5] Lee et al. studied a trade-off relation between fuel cost, run-

way throughput, and delay cost. A dynamic programming algorithm was used

to solve this optimization problem under the constraint of limited deviation

from a first-come-first-served (FCFS) sequence. [6, 7] Hu et al. used a genetic

algorithm in arrival scheduling, and the chromosome was represented as binary

rather than permutation for efficiency. [8] Eun et al. presented an arrival se-

quencing and scheduling algorithm. The delay was modeled as discrete rather

than continuous and computed by a genetic algorithm. [9] Ant colony system,

a sort of meta-heuristic algorithm, was also used to solve the arrival schedul-
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ing problem. [10] Harikopoulo et al. suggested a polynomial-time algorithm to

calculate the optimal sequencing of the arrival aircraft. [11]

On the other hand, some studies concentrated on the departure problem.

Rathinam et al. handled the departure scheduling problem using a chain model

and a generalized dynamic programming. [12] Kim et al. proposed a robust gate

assignment between arriving flights and departing flights to solve the gate con-

flict problem on departure metering. [13] Simaiakis et al. also concentrated on

the departure problem and designed pushback rate control protocols, which pre-

dict the departure throughput and recommend a releasing rate from gates. Field

tests showed that fuel use was reduced by an estimated 9 tons. [14,15] Montoya

et al. used a dynamic programming approach and minimized multiobjective

performance index, including total aircraft delay and runway throughput. [16]

Later, the departure scheduling problem was extended to the departure and

arrival scheduling problem. Hu et al. proposed a novel genetic algorithm for

the departure and arrival scheduling to manage the airport capacity. [17] A

receding horizon control technique was used with a genetic algorithm to handle

the dynamic environment. Chen et al. suggested a multiple point scheduling

scheme which can enable the integration of departure/arrival scheduling and

runway assignment at the same time. [18] A sequential dynamic strategy was

also studied to obtain a real-time solution and to take advantage of updated

traffic information for the departure/arrival scheduling. [19] Chandrasekar et

al. proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm to compute an optimal arrival and

departure sequencing. [20] Cox et al. surveyed papers about the ground holding

problem, a sort of scheduling problem, and compared by simulations with a

static model and a dynamic model. [21] Khadilkar et al. addressed the problem

5



of aircraft delay and fuel consumption, and the airport surface was modeled by

a network. [22]

Recently, the runway and airport surface scheduling algorithms have started

to be extended to encompass the TMA. By considering rerouting airborne

flights, studies on the scheduling in the TMA could improve the performance of

the scheduling algorithm. Xue et al. handled the integration of departure and

arrival problem considering the route structure of TMA with a nondominated

sorting genetic algorithm. [23] Choi et al. studied the design of optimal route

structure in the extended terminal airspace area using FCFS and mixed-integer

linear programming (MILP). [24]

As presented above, in aircraft sequencing and scheduling, lots of meth-

ods have been adopted. Heuristic algorithms were presented at first, [5] and

optimization based approaches such as dynamic programming [7, 12, 16] and

MILP [18, 19, 24] were studied later. To conduct nonlinear and complex op-

timization, the population based optimization approach including genetic al-

gorithm was also suggested. [8, 9, 17, 23] In this study, the MILP method of

optimization-based approach is used, because it guarantees the optimality of

the solution compared to other methods.

1.2.2 Studies on Point Merge System

The studies on the PMS have been focusing on the performance and ef-

fectiveness of the PMS. EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre proposed the

PMS and proved that it has many advantages in terms of the workload of the air

traffic controller, estimation of the flight trajectory, and fuel efficiency. [25, 26]

Numerical and simple Human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulations were performed
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to show that the PMS can be beneficial in terms of staffing, predictability, and

the environment. A HITL simulation with human air traffic controllers was

also performed to analyze the potential of the PMS. [4] The HITL simulation

proved that the instructions of air traffic controllers were reduced by as much

as 10% when using the PMS. Sahin et al. modeled the PMS and simulated it

for Istanbul International Ataturk Airport, which has converging runways. [27]

The simulation results were compared to the traditional vectoring, and showed

that the total average number of instructions and the frequency occupancy was

dramatically decreased for the PMS than for vectoring.

However, a scheduling problem in the PMS is rarely studied and few re-

searchers have addressed the scheduling of the PMS. Liang et al. proposed a

PMS framework and solved the scheduling problem with the simulated anneal-

ing method, which is one of the meta-heuristic algorithms. [28–30] Hong et al.

suggested an optimal scheduling algorithm of the PMS with MILP and ob-

tained a robust schedule under the uncertainty of CDA. [31] de Wilde studied

the implementation of PMS in the TMA of Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and

analyzed the advantages and drawbacks. [32]

Even though a holding pattern is operated together with the PMS, none of

these studies directly consider the holding pattern. Therefore, in this study, a

holding pattern is considered in the scheduling problem of the PMS.

1.2.3 Scheduling Under Uncertainty

Uncertainty received little attention in ATM research compared to the

study on the scheduling problem without considering uncertainty. Two main

approaches exist for the research on the scheduling considering uncertainty:
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Deterministic approach and stochastic approach. [33,34]

In a deterministic approach, which is also called robust optimization, the

uncertainty is considered as the bound of uncertain variables and the robust-

ness could be guaranteed through an additional buffer. Murça et al. presented a

robust optimization method for aircraft departure scheduling under uncertainty

in the taxi-out process. [35] The performance of the approach was validated by

simulations based on the runway delay, time conformance, and runway through-

put. Ng et al. proposed an efficient artificial bee colony algorithm to address

the aircraft scheduling problem under the uncertainty of arrival and departure

delay. To handle the uncertainty, the schedule of the aircraft was treated as not

a specific time but a time window. [36] Hong et al. handled the uncertainty of

CDA in the PMS by a deterministic approach. [31]

On the other hand, the stochastic approach addresses the uncertainty as a

probability distribution, thus computation load may be heavier than the deter-

ministic approach to evaluate the uncertainty. Solveling et al. studied a two-

stage approach for runway operation under stochastic uncertainties in pushback

delay, time spent on taxiway, and deviation from estimated arrival time. [37]

Xue et al. considered the uncertainty of flight arrival times at waypoints and of

departure times at runway in the integrated departure and arrival problem. [38]

Taylor et al. adopted a genetic algorithm in air traffic flow management. [39,40]

A Pareto front was generated by a multi-objective genetic algorithm, and the

performance was analyzed based on the three performance indexes such as

ground delay, en route delay, and arrival schedule delay. Bosson et al. suggested

multistage stochastic optimization of airport surface operation considering the

uncertainty of pushback delay and gate arrival delay. [41] The taxi time uncer-
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tainty was also studied by Mori [42], where a tabu search algorithm, a sort of

meta-heuristic method was used, to compute the departure time at the gate

with the estimated taxi time information. Hong et al. also addressed the un-

certainty of CDA in the PMS by a stochastic approach with a particle swarm

optimization. [43]

Some studies concentrated on the sensitivity analysis of the uncertainty.

Atkin et al. presented a decision support tool for runway scheduling, and inves-

tigated the effect of taxi time uncertainty via numerical simulations. [44] Lee et

al. proposed two airport surface traffic optimization approaches and analyzed

the degradation of the performance under uncertainty such as pushback times,

runway exit times, taxi speeds, and runway separation times. [45]

The ETA uncertainty has a critical impact to generate a feasible schedule,

but has received little attention so far. In addition, the uncertainty was not

considered in the scheduling of the PMS except Ref. [31,43]. Therefore, in this

study, the ETA uncertainty and the CDA uncertainty are considered together,

and the effect of each uncertainty is analyzed. Furthermore, the deterministic

approach is used to exploit the latest information on the ETA in the scheduling.

9



1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows.

Scheduling algorithm in the PMS including a holding pattern

A holding pattern is introduced into the scheduling algorithm of the PMS.

A PMS scheduling algorithm without a holding pattern cannot manage flights

in case the required airborne delay exceeds the maximum allowable delay in

the PMS. In this problematic situation, human air traffic controllers should

intervene and reschedule the flights using radar vectoring, which is the main

factor of increasing workload for air traffic controllers. The proposed algorithm

can handle this problem using a holding pattern without the intervention of

air traffic controllers. Furthermore, a holding pattern provides an additional

possibility to schedule flights to reduce airborne delays.

Robust scheduling algorithm in the PMS considering the uncertain-

ties of ETA and CDA

A robust scheduling algorithm is proposed in the PMS, which considers

the uncertainties of ETA and CDA. Because the uncertainty may degrade the

performance of the scheduling algorithm, it is important to consider the uncer-

tainty in the scheduling problem. In addition, the ETA determines the schedul-

ing bounds of each flight at a specific point, and therefore the ETA uncertainty

is critical to calculate a feasible solution for a flight and to minimize the un-

desirable delay. Different from CDA uncertainty, the probability distribution

of the ETA uncertainty depends on the remaining flight time. In addition, the

previous ETA uncertainty has a correlation with the next ETA uncertainty. In
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this study, the ETA uncertainty is modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distri-

bution based on the result of ETA estimation history data in previous research,

in order to reflect the dependence on the remaining flight time and the corre-

lation between time steps. The information of uncertainty distributions is used

to generate the uncertainty for simulation and utilized in the robust scheduling

algorithm.

Analysis in terms of practical quantities

The effects of ETA and CDA uncertainties are analyzed in terms of not

only average delay but also the indices of robustness such as the amount of

scheduling change and the number of constraint violations. Most scheduling

algorithms have mainly focused on the total delay of flights at the goal. How-

ever, if the uncertainty exists, the optimal solution can be no longer an optimal

solution. Moreover, to address the updated airspace situation, air traffic con-

trollers reschedule the predetermined schedules. In this rescheduling process,

the workload of air traffic controllers could increase according to the amount

of schedule change, and the number of flights which violate the separation con-

straint. Therefore, the quality of the schedule is validated by the flight delay

and the robustness under uncertainty.
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1.4 Dissertation Outline

The organization of this study is as follows.

In Chapter 1, the background and motivation of this study are described,

and related studies are given. Furthermore, the contributions of this study are

presented.

In Chapter 2, the concept of the PMS is described and the airspace of

interest is explained. Two problems considered in this study are summarized in

this chapter.

In Chapter 3, the operation concept of the proposed scheduling algorithm is

provided. The formulation of the normal scheduling algorithm ignoring uncer-

tainty is explained, and the scheduling problem considering a holding pattern

with the PMS is presented. The formulation of the robust scheduling algorithm

is derived using the chance constraint of robust optimization. The uncertainty

models of the ETA and the CDA are explained, and the way of uncertainty

generation is presented. Finally, an explanation of the sliding window and the

simulation procedure is summarized.

In Chapter 4, the performance of the scheduling algorithm with a holding

pattern is verified by Monte Carlo simulations. The success rate and the average

delay is compared to the FCFS algorithm and the scheduling algorithm with-

out a holding pattern. In addition, the performance of the robust scheduling

algorithm is demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulations. Overall 5 algorithms

considering each uncertainty are simulated and show the effect of each uncer-

tainty.

Chapter 5 summarizes the main results of this study and provides sugges-

tions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Problem Statements and Airspace of
Interest

2.1 Airspace of Interest

2.1.1 Concept of Point Merge System

PMS is used to manage the flights in TMA and is composed of two main

elements: Sequencing legs and merge point. Figure 2.1 shows the typical con-

figuration of PMS. The sequencing leg is defined as an arc, thus the points on

the sequencing leg have the same distance from the merge point.

An aircraft using the PMS passes the following process. At first, the air-

craft enters the PMS through the initial point of the sequencing leg, and the

aircraft flies along the sequencing leg until the CDA operation (“Direct to”)

is permitted by the air traffic controller. If the CDA operation is allowed, the

aircraft descends to the merge point. After passing the merge point, the aircraft

conduct a final approach and lands on the runway.

Because of the equidistance of the sequencing legs, the air traffic controller

can easily change the arrival time of aircraft at the merge point by ordering

“Direct to” action. In Fig. 2.1, Flight A conducted the CDA operation as soon

as it entered the PMS, while Flight C flew to the end of the sequencing leg

13
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“Direct to” action

“Direct to” action

Figure 2.1: Typical configuration of PMS.

because it did not receive “Direct to” instruction. In addition, holding patterns

are usually located before the entry point of the sequencing legs, and the air

traffic controller can manage the arrival time of aircraft at the PMS.

PMS has several merits. First, the communications and workload of the air

traffic controller could be reduced because the air traffic controller can manage

aircraft through “Direct to” instruction. Also, it is easy to estimate the trajec-

tory of aircraft, thereby the traffic controller and the pilot can recognize the

airspace situation more clearly. Furthermore, fuel efficiency can be improved by

the CDA operation. The CDA is well-known for its fuel efficiency by allowing

each aircraft its optimal vertical trajectory, and airports implementing a PMS

reported a significant amount of fuel-saving. [46,47]
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2.1.2 Holding Pattern

A holding pattern is a procedure charging additional delay for an aircraft in

case of traffic congestion, poor weather, and other undesired situations. [48,49]

It is usually defined in aeronautical charts and composed of two semi-circles,

two legs, and the direction reminding of a running track. Because the maximum

speed and the time of straight flight are predefined in the aeronautical chart,

the air traffic controller can manage the delay of a flight in a holding pattern

easily by determining the number of laps for an aircraft.

Figure 2.2 shows the configuration of a holding pattern. If a flight is directed

holding by an air traffic controller, the flight enters the holding pattern at the

holding fix and flies along with the holding pattern as much as the air traffic

controller commanded. Note that there are several holding patterns, which are

separated by altitude. It is called a ‘holding stack.’ Assume that a flight is

trying to enter the holding pattern, but another flight is already conducting the

holding procedure. Then, the new flight should enter the upper holding pattern

separated by the lower holding pattern to prevent a mid-air collision. When

exiting the holding pattern, the flight in the lowest holding pattern exits the

pattern first. Therefore, the first-in-first-out rule is valid in the holding stack.

As shown in Fig. 2.3, the holding pattern is used together with the PMS

rather than used alone. In general, the holding pattern is located before the

entry point of the PMS to manage the arrival time of the aircraft at the initial

point of the PMS. However, it can be defined at other fixes such as the merge

point of the end fix of the sequencing leg in the PMS.
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Holding Fix

Holding Stack

Figure 2.2: Configuration of holding stack.

2.1.3 Target Airspace

In this study, the PMS at Jeju International airport is mainly considered.

The route between Jeju International Airport (CJU) and Gimpo International

Airport (GMP) is known as one of the busiest routes in the world, of which an-

nual flights are almost 80,000. [50] Whereas incredible flights use this route, only

one runway can be affordable in CJU considering the wind direction. Therefore,

it results in congestion around the airport and requires effective scheduling for

better on-time performance.

Figure 2.3 shows the PMS of CJU in the direction of RWY 25. There

are three inbound traffic flows in this PMS. The first route is PC731-DANBI-

WOODO-HANUL routes in this chart (route 1), the second route is PC735-

DANBI-WOODO-HANUL (route 2), and the third route is MAKET-SELIN-

WOODO-HANUL (route 3). Based on the historical data, the percentage of

flights using the PMS is 85.85% for route 1, 4.42% for route 2, and 9.73% for

route 3. [31] In the PMS, two sequencing legs are defined. One is from DANBI
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Figure 2.3: Standard terminal arrival route of Jeju international airport.

to WOODO and the other is SELIN to WOODO. Therefore, the flights of route

1 and route 2 enter the PMS through the first sequencing leg (DANBI), and the

flights of route 3 enter the PMS through the second sequencing leg (SELIN).

These two sequencing legs are separated vertically, which means that conflict

does not occur between two sequencing legs. Note that two holding patterns

exist at WOODO and HANUL to address the saturation of the PMS.
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2.2 Problem Statements

In this study, two scheduling problems are considered. One is the schedul-

ing problem without considering uncertainty, and the other is the scheduling

problem considering uncertainty. In a scheduling problem, a flight maintains its

scheduled time of arrival (STA) determined by the scheduling algorithm. How-

ever, the flight may not stick to the predetermined STA if uncertainty occurs.

Therefore, rescheduling is inevitably required to generate a feasible schedule for

a flight.

For the problem without considering uncertainty, scheduling is performed

including a holding pattern. As shown in Fig. 2.3, holding patterns exist at

WOODO and HANUL to manage the saturation of the TMA. Between two

holding patterns, the holding pattern at WOODO is selected and used as an

additional scheduling point. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm considering a

holding pattern determines the arrival time at the entry point of the PMS, the

time to enter the holding pattern, the time to exit the holding pattern, the time

to start the CDA operation, and the arrival time at the merge point.

For the second problem considering uncertainty, scheduling is performed

and rescheduling is also performed. With the ETA and the CDA time informa-

tion of an aircraft, the scheduling algorithm determines the arrival time at the

entry point of the PMS, the starting time to conduct the CDA operation, and

the arrival time at the merge point. The information of the ETA and the CDA

time include uncertainties inevitably, which may degrade the performance of the

scheduling algorithm. Those uncertainties are modeled by Gaussian distribu-

tion and considered in the scheduling algorithm by the chance constraint. The

ETA uncertainty, particularly, is modeled by the multivariate Gaussian random
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variable to reflect the time-dependent characteristics. A detailed explanation of

the scheduling algorithm and the model of the uncertainty is provided in Chap.

3 and Chap. 4.
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Chapter 3

Scheduling Algorithm of Point Merge
System

The scheduling algorithm proposed in this dissertation considers a holding

pattern integrated with the PMS. The uncertainty is ignored in the algorithm,

and therefore the rescheduling is unnecessary. The schedule of flights is deter-

mined by the scheduling algorithm, and the flight maintains the initial schedule

for the whole simulation.

3.1 Scheduling Algorithm without Holding Pattern

A normal scheduling algorithm, which does not consider uncertainty and a

holding pattern, has been widely studied. [31,51] Figure 3.1 shows the simplified

node–link structure of the PMS of Jeju international airport. For convenience,

the initial entry point is denoted as pI , the turning point as pT , and the merge

point as pF . The turning point is the conceptual point where the aircraft starts

CDA operation, and therefore the turning point is on the sequencing leg. Let

the route from DANBI to HANUL r1 and the route from SELIN to HANUL

r2. Then, there exist two initial points, pI1 and pI2 , two turning points, pT1 and

pT2 , and one merge point, pF . Therefore, r1 and r2 mean (pI1 , pT1 , pF ) and (pI2 ,

pT2 , pF ), respectively. Note that two turning points are required because two
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Figure 3.1: Node–link structure of the PMS in CJU.

sequencing legs are separated by altitude.

Several constraints, including the separation constraint and the single route

constraint, are introduced in this study. Capozzi et al. represented the MILP

framework of the traditional route structure [52], which is modified in this study

to impose other important constraints.

Three main variables determine the scheduling result. First, Af,r is a binary

variable that denotes whether flight f uses route r. It returns 1 if f uses r;

otherwise, it returns 0. Second, Sf,f ′,r,r′,p decides the priority at point p, which

is a common point of routes r and r′, when flight f chooses route r and flight

f ′ chooses route r′. If f is prior to f ′ at point p, then Sf,f ′,r,r′,p takes a value

of 1; otherwise, it takes 0. Third, Tf,r,p determines the arrival time of flight f

at point p on route r. These three variables are used to formulate the MILP

optimization problem.
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In this study, the performance index to be optimized is defined as follows,

J =
∑
f∈F

∑
r∈R

Af,rTf,r,pF (3.1)

where pF is the last point on route r (merge point), and F and R denote the

sets of flights and routes, respectively. The performance index is set as the sum

of the transit time of all flights because the purpose of the proposed algorithm

is to reduce airborne delay.

The following constraints are considered for optimal scheduling in the PMS.

Single Route Constraint:∑
r∈R

Af,r = 1, ∀f ∈ F (3.2)

This constraint is required because a flight can only select one single route

among R.

Ordering Constraint:

Sf,f ′,r,r′,p + Sf ′,f,r′,r,p = Af,rAf ′,r′ , ∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′ (3.3)

where Pr is the set of points of route r. The ordering constraint is imposed to

relate variables Sf,f ′,r,r′,p and Af,r. If there exists a common point p between

routes r and r′, the priority should be determined by setting (Sf,f ′,r,r′,p, Sf ′,f,r′,r,p) =

(1, 0) or (Sf,f ′,r,r′,p, Sf ′,f,r′,r,p) = (0, 1). Note that the common points between

routes r1 and r2 can be described as Pr1

⋂
Pr2 , and for this problem Pr1

⋂
Pr2 =

{pF }.

Safe Separation Constraint:

Sf,f ′,r,r′,p(Af ′,r′Tf ′,r′,p −Af,rTf,r,p − SEPf,f ′,p) ≥ 0,

∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′

(3.4)
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If flight f ′ on route r′ is prior to flight f on route r at point p, then the

separation distance between two flights should be maintained. In this study,

the safety separation rule according to the aircraft class defined by ICAO is

used, [5, 53] which is summarized in Table 3.1. Safe separation in terms of the

distance is converted into separation time considering the flight speed.

Transit Time Constraint:

Af,r[Tf,r,pT − Tf,r,pI ] ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.5a)

Af,r[Tf,r,pT − Tf,r,pI − T
leg,max
r ] ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.5b)

Af,r[Tf,r,pF − Tf,r,pT − T
CDA] ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.5c)

This constraint is required to define the transit time between two points. Equa-

tion (3.5a) and Eq. (3.5b) constrain the transit time from pI to pT , and Eq.

(3.5c) defines the time for the CDA operation.

Table 3.1: ICAO minimum separation standards according to the class of air-

craft (NM).

Leading aircraft

Trailing aircraft
Heavy Large Small

Heavy 4 5 6

Large 3 3 4

small 3 3 3
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Initial Time Constraint:

Tf,r,pI − T
E ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.6a)

Tf,r,pI − T
L ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.6b)

where TE is the earliest time at the initial point pI , and TL is the latest arrival

time at the initial point pI . In this study, TE is set as the ETA minus 1 minute,

and TL is set as the ETA plus 3 minutes according to Lee et al. [7]

Because the formulation using the above variables is a nonlinear problem

rather than a linear problem, additional variables are introduced to convert the

nonlinear optimization problem into the mixed-inter linear programming as

δTf,r,p = Af,rTf,r,p (3.7)

δAf,f ′,r,r′ = Af,rAf ′,r′ (3.8)

where δTf,r,p means an effective STA of flight f at point p on route r, and δAf,f ′,r,r′

returns 1 if flight f uses r and f ′ uses r′.

Then, the final form of the normal scheduling algorithm is defined as follows,

Minimize J =
∑
f∈F

∑
r∈R

δTf,r,pF (3.9)

subject to

δTf,r,pF ≤MAf,r, ∀f, r (3.10a)

δTf,r,pF ≤ Tf,r,pF +M(1−Af,r), ∀f, r (3.10b)

δTf,r,pF ≥ Tf,r,pF −M(1−Af,r), ∀f, r (3.10c)

∑
r∈R

Af,r = 1, ∀f ∈ F (3.11)
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−Af,r + δAf,f ′,r,r′ ≤ 0, ∀f 6= f ′, r, r′ (3.12a)

−Af ′,r′ + δAf,f ′,r,r′ ≤ 0, ∀f 6= f ′, r, r′ (3.12b)

Af,r +Af ′,r′ − δAf,f ′,r,r′ ≤ 1, ∀f 6= f ′, r, r′ (3.12c)

Sf,f ′,r,r′,p + Sf ′,f,r′,r,p = δAf,f ′,r,r′ ,

∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′

(3.12d)

δTf ′,r′,p − δTf,r,p − SEPf,f ′,p +M(1− Sf,f ′,r,r′,p) ≥ 0,

∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′

(3.13)

δTf,r,pT − δ
T
f,r,pI

≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.14a)

δTf,r,pT − δ
T
f,r,pI

−Af,rT
leg,max
r ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.14b)

δTf,r,pF − δ
T
f,r,pT

−Af,rT
CDA ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.14c)

δTf,r,pI −Af,r(ETAf − TE) ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.15a)

δTf,r,pI −Af,r(ETAf + TL) ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.15b)

where M is a large enough number, and ETAf is a ETA of flight f .

Note that the performance of the normal scheduling algorithm could be

degraded in reality because it does not consider the uncertainty.
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3.2 Scheduling Algorithm with Holding Pattern

As shown in Fig. 2.3, air traffic controllers often use a holding pattern at

the end of the sequencing leg (WOODO fix) and at the merge point (HANUL

fix) to address the saturation. In this study, only the holding pattern in the

WOODO fix is considered to simplify the problem. Similarly, the incoming air-

craft through the SELIN fix (MAKET-SELIN-WOODO-HANUL) are neglected

because the percentage of the traffic through this route is less than 10%. Some

airports prefer to locate the holding pattern at the initial point of the PMS

(DANBI) than at the end of the sequencing leg. In that case, the location of

the holding pattern can be easily adjusted by modifying some of the constraints.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the simplified version of the PMS with the holding

pattern. The PMS with the holding pattern has several complicated conditions

compared to the typical PMS, and therefore it is difficult to directly apply the

MILP formulation to solve this problem. To address this problem, the original

PMS structure is converted into the structure with two virtual fixes as shown

in Figure 3.2(b). VF1 is the first virtual fix introduced in this study, which

denotes the state when an aircraft finishes conducting the delay absorption.

VF2 is required to assure a safe separation in the situation when an aircraft in

the sequencing leg or holding pattern is ready to descend to the HANUL fix.

The aircraft drops by the DANBI, VF1, WOODO, VF2, and HANUL fixes if

the aircraft is scheduled to use the holding pattern. Otherwise, the aircraft only

flies through the DANBI, VF1, VF2, and HANUL fixes. Detailed information

about the routes and points is summarized in Table 3.2.

Compared to the normal scheduling algorithm without a holding pattern,

the following constraints should be considered to include a holding pattern in
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(b) Transformed structure.

Figure 3.2: Node–link structure of the PMS in CJU with a holding pattern.

Table 3.2: Notation of fix points and routes.

Notation Description

pI DANBI

pT1 VF1

pH WOODO

pT2 VF2

pF HANUL

r1 pI → pT1 → pT2 → pF

r2 pI → pT1 → pH → pT2 → pF
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the scheduling problem.

Safe Separation Constraint:

Sf,f ′,r,r′,p(Af ′,r′Tf ′,r′,p −Af,rTf,r,p − SEPf,f ′,p) ≥ 0,

∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′ , p 6= pT1

(3.16)

The separation constraint, Eq. (3.4), in section 3.1 should be replaced by Eq.

(3.16). The difference between two constraints is whether the constraint is ap-

plied for point pT1 or not. If the separation constraint is applied at point pT1 ,

the unnecessary separation is imposed between aircraft entering a holding pat-

tern and aircraft conducting the CDA. Although point pT1 is excluded from the

separation constraint, the separation distance between aircraft exiting a hold-

ing pattern and aircraft conducting the CDA can be guaranteed at point pT2 .

Therefore, the separation constraint should not be applied at point pT1 .

Transit Time Constraint:

Af,r[Tf,r,pT1 − Tf,r,pI ] ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.17a)

Af,r[Tf,r,pT1 − Tf,r,pI − T
leg,max] ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.17b)

Af,r[Tf,r,pF − Tf,r,pT2 − T
CDA] ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.17c)

Tf,r1,pT2 − Tf,r1,pT1 = 0, ∀f (3.17d)

Tf,r2,pT2 − Tf,r2,pH = 0, ∀f (3.17e)

Compared to the normal scheduling without a holding pattern, Eqs. (3.17d)-

(3.17e) are added to define the transit time between VF1, VF2, and WOODO.

Because the transit time between VF1 and VF2 is 0 and the transit time be-

tween WOODO and VF2 is 0 in reality, Eqs. (3.17d)-(3.17e) are necessary.

The transit time from VF1 to WOODO means the holding delay in a holding
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pattern, thus it is defined in the holding constraint.

Holding Constraint:

Af,r2(Tf,r2,pH − Tf,r2,pT1 −mfP ) = 0, ∀f (3.18a)

Tf,r2,pH − Tf,r2,pT1 −∆Tmax
leg = 0, ∀f (3.18b)

Sf,f ′,r2,r2,p = 1, p ∈ {pT1 , pH}, if f is prior to f ′ (3.18c)

where mf is an integer variable between 1 and mmax, which denotes the number

of holdings, and P is a parameter that indicates the time required of a single lap

in a holding pattern. In the holding procedure, flights conduct discrete delay

absorption, which results in different approaches to model a holding pattern,

considering the discrete characteristics of the integer variable. Although P varies

with the class of aircraft, it is assumed to be a constant value in this study.

The situation where a flight enters the holding pattern implies that the flight

has fully used the delay absorption in the sequencing leg, as illustrated in Eq.

(3.18b). In addition, the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) rule is generally applied in

the holding procedure. Thus, it is prohibited to overtake other aircraft in a

holding pattern, and Eq. (3.18c) denotes this FIFO constraint.

Final Time Constraint:

Tf,r,pF ≤ T1 or Tf,r,pF ≥ T2, ∀f, r (3.19)

There may exist some situations that prohibit the landing procedure because of

departing flights or bad weather conditions. In particular, because there is only

one runway in CJU, the conflicts between the arriving and departing flights are

significantly more severe at CJU than they are at other well-known airports.

To address this situation, the final arrival time at the merge point should be
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Table 3.3: Notation of auxiliary variables.

Notation Formulation Type

δTf,r,p Af,rTf,r,p continuous

δAf,f ′,r,r′ Af,rAf ′,r′ binary

zf,r - binary

mf - integer

δmf Af,rmf continuous

determined to avoid the time between T1 and T2. The departure scheduling

problem can be indirectly considered with this final time constraint. In addition,

the effectiveness of scheduling with a holding pattern can be evaluated in a

congested situation by this constraint.

The above constraints should be converted into MILP constraints with aux-

iliary variables and large M . Table 3.3 summarizes the introduced variables.

The MILP formulations of the above constraints are as follows.

δTf ′,r′,p − δTf,r,p − SEPf,f ′,p +M(1− Sf,f ′,r,r′,p) ≥ 0,

∀f 6= f ′, r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′ , p 6= pT1

(3.20)

δTf,r,pT1
− δTf,r,pI ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.21a)

δTf,r,pT1
− δTf,r,pI −Af,rT

leg,max ≤ 0, ∀f, r (3.21b)

δTf,r,pF − δ
T
f,r,pT2

−Af,rT
CDA ≥ 0, ∀f, r (3.21c)

δTf,r1,pT2
− δTf,r1,pT1 = 0, ∀f (3.21d)
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δTf,r2,pT2
− δTf,r2,pH = 0, ∀f (3.21e)

δTf,r2,pH − δ
T
f,r2,pT1

− δmf = 0, ∀f (3.22a)

δmf ≤MAf,r2 , ∀f (3.22b)

δmf ≤ mfP +M(1−Af,r2), ∀f (3.22c)

δmf ≥ mfP −M(1−Af,r2), ∀f (3.22d)

Sf,f ′,r2,r2,p = 1, p = p2 or p3,

for f is prior to f ′ in holding pattern

(3.22e)

δTf,r2,pH − δ
T
f,r2,pT1

−∆Tmax
leg ≤ M(1−Af,r2), ∀f (3.23a)

δTf,r2,pH − δ
T
f,r2,pT1

−∆Tmax
leg ≥ −M(1−Af,r2), ∀f (3.23b)

δTf,r,pF −Af,rT1 ≤ Mzf,r, ∀f, r (3.24a)

δTf,r,pF −Af,rT2 ≥ −M(1− zf,r), ∀f, r (3.24b)

The final MILP formulations of scheduling algorithm with a holding pattern

are Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12),(3.15), and Eqs. (3.20)-(3.24).

FCFS Algorithm

The First-Come-First-Served rule is the basic strategy for air traffic con-

trollers. Therefore, in this study, the FCFS algorithm is considered to be schedul-

ing by human air traffic controllers. The computation time of the FCFS algo-

rithm is meaningless, and only the scheduling result is important. The FCFS
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result can be obtained by adding the FCFS constraint to the scheduling al-

gorithm and can be compared with that of the scheduling algorithm with a

holding pattern. The FCFS constraint is as follows,

Sf,f ′,r,r′,p = 1, for f is prior to f ′, ∀r, r′, p ∈ Pr

⋂
Pr′ (3.25)
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Chapter 4

Robust Scheduling Algorithm

4.1 Overview

The conceptual figure of the robust scheduling algorithm proposed in this

dissertation is shown in Fig. 4.1. A sliding window is introduced because of

the computation load and the lack of information. The scheduling is performed

only for the flights within the sliding window. The initial scheduled time of

arrival (STA) is assigned to the flight first entering the sliding window by the

scheduling algorithm with the ETA and CDA time of the flight. Then, the pre-

viously determined STA is rescheduled by the scheduling algorithm. The ETA

information is updated each time step, and therefore the constraint violation of

ETA constraint may occur. The meaning of the violation of the ETA constraint

is that the flight cannot stick to the previous STA by the change of ETA, thus

the STA is not feasible. Therefore, the previous STA should be investigated to

identify whether or not the STA conflicts with the ETA constraint, Eq. (3.15).

If it occurs, the violation-free STA is calculated by the scheduling algorithm

and assigned to the flight. If the constraint violation does not occur, then the

flight maintains the previous schedule. This rescheduling is performed until the

flight exits the PMS. In addition, the STA of the flight is fixed from a practical
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual figure of the robust scheduling algorithm.

point of view if the remaining flight time of the flight is less than the freezing

time. [54]
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4.2 Robust Scheduling Algorithm

In the normal scheduling algorithm, uncertainty is not considered. However,

the uncertainty affects the quality of the scheduling, and therefore it is neces-

sary to consider the uncertainty in a scheduling problem. In this study, two

kinds of uncertainties are considered: ETA uncertainty and CDA uncertainty.

Considering two uncertainties, some parameters in Eqs. (3.9)-(3.15) are con-

verted from deterministic parameters to the parameters including uncertainty

as follows,

ẼTAf = ETAf + ∆ETAf (4.1)

T̃CDA = TCDA + ∆TCDA (4.2)

where the tilde represents the parameter including the uncertainty, and ∆ de-

notes the uncertainty of the parameter.

Now, the linear optimization problem of Eqs. (3.9)-(3.15) includes the esti-

mated values of the parameters including the uncertainties. To deal with this

problem, a robust optimization technique is adopted.

Let us consider a following general linear optimization problem.

minimize cTx

subject to Ax ≤ b
(4.3)

where A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm, c ∈ Rn, and x ∈ Rn.

Assume that one of the constraints of Eq. (4.3) has uncertain parameters

(ãij , b̃i), and the parameters follow normal distributions as follows,
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n∑
l=1

ãilxl ≤ b̃i (4.4)

where ãij ∼ N(aij , σ
2
a,ij), and b̃i ∼ N(bi, σ

2
b,i).

Because of the uncertain parameters, there exists a possibility that con-

straint (4.4) could be violated. Generally, it is not possible to completely elim-

inate the possibility of violation considering the characteristics of normal dis-

tribution. Therefore, it is desired that the probability of violation is restricted

in a stochastic way. The stochastic constraint is called ‘chance constraint,’ [34]

which is formulated as

P{
n∑

l=1

ãilxl > b̃i} ≤ κ (4.5)

where κ is a confidence level indicating the allowable maximum probability of

the constraint violation.

It is assumed that the uncertain parameters follow normal distributions,

and therefore the parameters can be expressed with standard normal random

variable (ξ ∼ N(0, 12) as

ãij = aij + σa,ijξij (4.6a)

b̃i = bi + σb,iξi (4.6b)

Theorem 1 can be derived using the chance constraint, Eq. (4.5), and the

characteristics of the normal distribution, Eq. (4.6).

Theorem 1. Given confidence level κ, the robust solution of Eq. (4.3) can

be obtained by changing the uncertain constraint (4.4) with the following con-
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straint.
n∑

l=1

ailxl − bi + λ

√√√√ n∑
l=1

σ2a,ilx
2
l + σ2b,i ≤ 0 (4.7)

where λ satisfies P{ξ > λ} = κ, and ξ ∼ N(0, 12).

Proof. Substituting Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.5), we have the inequality probability

condition of Eq. (4.5) as

n∑
l=1

ailxl +
n∑

l=1

σa,ilxlξil > bi + σb,iξi (4.8a)

n∑
l=1

σa,ilxlξil − σb,iξi > −
n∑

l=1

ailxl + bi (4.8b)

A linear combination of normal random variables still follows a normal distribu-

tion. Therefore, LHS of Eq. (4.8) follows a normal distribution with zero mean

and variance
∑n

l=1 σ
2
a,ilx

2
l +σ2b,i. If Eq. (4.7) is valid, then the chance constraint,

Eq. (4.5), becomes

P{ξ >
−
∑n

l=1 ailxl + bi√∑n
l=1 σ

2
a,ilx

2
l + σ2b,i

} ≤ P{ξ > λ} = κ. (4.9)

Note that Theorem 1 is an extended version of the previous result. [31]

The uncertain constraints of the normal scheduling algorithm are Eqs. (3.14c)

and (3.15). Applying Theorem 1 to Eqs. (3.14c) and (3.15), we have

δTf,r,pF − δ
T
f,r,pT

−Af,r(T
CDA + λCσC) ≥ 0, ∀f, r (4.10)

δTf,r,pI −Af,r(ETAf + λEσE,f − TE) ≥ 0, ∀f, r (4.11a)
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δTf,r,pI −Af,r(ETAf − λEσE,f + TL) ≤ 0, ∀f, r (4.11b)

where subscript C and E denote CDA and ETA, respectively. As mentioned in

Sec. 4.3, the uncertainty is assumed to follow normal distribution, i.e., ẼTAf ∼

N(ETAf , σ
2
E,f ), T̃CDA ∼ N(TCDA, σ

2
C). In summary, the formulation of the

robust scheduling algorithm is Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14b), (4.10), and (4.11).

By comparing Eqs. (3.14c) and (3.15) with Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), it can

be found that the effective bounds of ETA and CDA are shrunk as much as

λEσE,f and λCσC . This additional buffer makes it possible to generate a robust

solution.

In addition, Eq. (4.7) is a nonlinear inequality, and therefore it is impossible

to use MILP formulation to obtain a robust solution in general. However, Eqs.

(4.10) and (4.11) are still linear inequalities for the robust optimization problem,

and MILP formulation can be used to obtain a robust scheduling solution.
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4.3 Model of Uncertainty

In this study, two sorts of uncertainties are considered. Figure 4.2 shows

those two uncertainties schematically. One is ETA uncertainty, ∆ETA, which

occurs before the aircraft arriving at pI . The other uncertainty is CDA uncer-

tainty, ∆TCDA, which occurs during the CDA operation.

4.3.1 ETA uncertainty

The ETA uncertainty occurs while a flight approaches the initial point of the

PMS. Because the ETA is estimated based on the data (aircraft category, wind

information, position, velocity, etc.), the estimation error is inevitable. Several

studies proved that the ETA error can be modeled as a normal distribution or

a Johnson distribution. [55] From the perspective of the scheduling, the ETA

error is considered as uncertainty because it is impossible to evaluate the ETA

before the aircraft enters the PMS. Note that ETA error, i.e., ETA uncertainty,

has important characteristics. Figure 4.3 shows the time-varying tendency of

the ETA uncertainty. In Fig. 4.3, the time history of ETA error for 300 flights

is shown based on the remaining flight time. [56] The ETA error decreases as

an aircraft approaches the goal. In other words, the ETA uncertainty shows a

time-varying probability distribution and the variance of it decreases as time

goes by. This time-varying characteristics is applied in this study to reduce

unnecessary buffer for flights. In addition, the ETA uncertainty of the current

time step is closely related to the ETA uncertainty of the previous time step.

Therefore, in this study, a multivariate Gaussian distribution is used to

consider the time-dependency and correlation of ETA uncertainty. The re-

maining flight time can be sampled at t1, t2, · · · , tN , and the ETA uncertainty
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Figure 4.2: ETA and CDA uncertainty in the PMS.

Figure 4.3: ETA error data with respect to the remaining flight time.
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at the remaining flight time ti can be represented as Xi. Then, the multi-

variate random variable of the ETA uncertainty, X, can be represented as

X = [X1, X2, · · · , XN ]. X follows a multivariate normal distribution N(µ,Σ)

where µ ∈ RN and Σ ∈ RN×N . Based on the data of Fig. 4.3, the average vector

µ and the covariance matrix Σ can be obtained.

The ETA uncertainty for Monte-Carlo simulation can be generated by con-

ditional distribution. The conditional distribution is computed as follows. As-

sume that Xg = [Xk+1, Xk+2, · · · , XN ] is given, and the objective is to cal-

culate the probability distribution of p(Xk|Xg) = p(Xk|Xk+1, Xk+2, · · · , XN ).

The marginal distribution p(Xk, Xg) follows N(µk:N ,Σk:N ), where µk:N is the

subvector of µ and Σk:N is the submatrix of Σ. Then, µk:N and Σk:N can be

partitioned as follows,

µk:N = [µk, µg] (4.12a)

Σk:N =

Σkk Σkg

Σgk Σgg

 (4.12b)

Let us define Λ = Σ−1k:N , and Λ can also be partitioned as Σk:N .

Λ =

Λkk Λkg

Λgk Λgg

 (4.13)

It is known that the conditional distribution, p(Xk|Xg), follows the normal

distribution N(µk|g,Σk|g). [57]

µk|g =µk − Λ−1kk Λkg(Xg − µg) (4.14a)
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Σk|g =Λ−1kk (4.14b)

Therefore, the ETA uncertainty could be generated by Eq. (4.14). Using the

above approach, the correlation of the ETA uncertainty between the previous

time step and the current time step can be guaranteed. However, the possibility

of collision due to the updated ETA still remains. If it occurs, the minimum

separation is forcibly assigned between the flights during ETA updates.

The information on ETA distribution is required by the robust scheduling

algorithm. In Eq. (4.11), σE is the standard deviation of ETA uncertainty. Note

that the distribution of ETA uncertainty depends on the remaining flight time.

Thus, the modeled ETA distribution, X, is summarized in Table 4.1 according

to the remaining flight time (Time to go). The ETA uncertainty is modeled by

a zero-mean normal distribution in the robust scheduling algorithm, but the

ETA uncertainty in Table 4.1 has a nonzero (biased) average. Therefore, in this

study, RMSE is used as a standard deviation of the ETA uncertainty rather

than a standard deviation for simplicity.

4.3.2 CDA uncertainty

The other uncertainty considered in this study is CDA uncertainty, which

occurs during the CDA operation. Compared to the ETA uncertainty, the CDA

uncertainty does not show any significant time-varying tendency because the

CDA operation is performed within 5 minutes. CDA uncertainty is known to

follow a normal distribution, and therefore CDA uncertainty is generated based

on the Gaussian distribution N(0, 282). [31]

The robust scheduling algorithm also requires the information on CDA dis-

tribution. In Eq. (4.10), σC is the standard deviation of CDA uncertainty.
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Table 4.1: ETA uncertainty model with respect to time to go.

Time to go(min) Average(sec) std(sec) RMSE(sec)

5 0.74 6.56 6.59

10 1.65 12.83 12.92

15 19.50 34.92 39.95

20 18.41 40.94 44.83

25 28.46 49.66 57.16

30 29.54 52.17 59.88
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4.4 Simulation Procedure with Scheduling Algorithm

Scheduling is usually performed at every time step. However, for each time

step, it is not possible to consider every flight because of the computation load

and the lack of suitable information. The computation load is closely related to

the number of flights, and therefore a sliding window or receding horizon concept

is adopted in this study. [58] In the sliding window technique, the scheduling is

conducted only for the flights within the sliding window. As time step increases,

a flight entering the sliding window is considered in the scheduling and a flight

getting out of the sliding window is excluded in the scheduling.

In this study, the simulation process is conducted as shown in Fig. 4.4. At the

first time step, the sliding window is updated and the scheduling is performed

for the flights in the sliding window. The normal scheduling algorithm or the

robust scheduling algorithm can be used as a scheduling algorithm. At the next

time step, the sliding window and uncertainty are updated. ETA uncertainty is

updated only for the flights approaching the PMS, and the ETA is fixed for the

flights already entered the PMS. CDA uncertainty is injected only for the flights

performing the CDA operation. Then, a rescheduling constraint is added for a

scheduling algorithm. The newly added flights in the sliding window are sched-

uled by the original scheduling algorithm. However, flights already in the sliding

window need to be slightly rescheduled according to the updated uncertainties,

because some constraints might be violated by the updated ETA and CDA. To

restore the constraints, an additional delay is necessary for the violating flights

and the subsequent flights. Then, scheduling of the flights in the sliding window

is performed by a scheduling algorithm with the rescheduling constraint. The

freezing constraint is also considered in rescheduling as mentioned in 4.1. This
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process is repeated for the whole time steps.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the simulation procedure of the scheduling algo-

rithm. Here, Ωk denotes the set of flights in sliding window at the k-th time

step, and the superscript k of variable δT,kf,r,pF
means the time step of schedul-

ing variable. Note that there is a penalty for the flights violating constraints.

Comparing Eq. (3.15a) and the rescheduling constraint in Algorithm 1, the

rescheduling constraint has a penalty as much as TE . It is because i) it is not

desirable to change the previous schedule, and ii) it is almost impossible for a

flight to accelerate as the flight approaches the goal point from a practical point

of view.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of simulation procedure.
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Algorithm 1 Simulation procedure of scheduling algorithm.

Require: ETAf , aircraft category

1: initialization : ∆ETAf ← 0, ∆TCDA ← 0, Ω0 ← {f1, f2, · · · , fN}

2: for tk ← t1 to tend do

3: if tk = t1 then

4: for f ← f1 to fN do . Sliding window update

5: Ωk ← {f} ∪ Ωk−1 if ETAf ∈ [tk, tk + TW ],

6: otherwise Ωk ← Ωk−1 − {f}

7: end for

8: Schedule ∀f ∈ Ωk with scheduling algorithm . Scheduling

9: return δT,kf,r,p

10: else if tk > t1 then

11: for f ← f1 to fN do . Sliding window update

12: Ωk ← {f} ∪ Ωk−1 if ETAf ∈ [tk, tk + TW ] and δT,k−1f,r,pF
≥ tk,

13: otherwise Ωk ← Ωk−1 − {f}

14: end for

15: for f ← f ∈ Ωk do

16: Generate ∆ETAf if ETAf > tk, otherwise ∆ETAf ← 0

17: ETAf ← ETAf + ∆ETAf . ETA uncertainty update

18: Generate ∆TCDA if δT,k−1f,r,pT
≤ tk ≤ δT,k−1f,r,pF

and

19: δT,k−1f,r,pF
− δT,k−1f,r,pT

< TCDA + ∆TCDA,

20: otherwise ∆TCDA ← 0

21: TCDA ← TCDA + ∆TCDA . CDA uncertainty update

22: end for
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23: for f ← f ∈ Ωk ∩ Ωk−1 do . Rescheduling Constraints

24: ∀r, add constraint δT,kf,r,pI
≥ Af,rETAf if ETAf − TE ≥ δT,k−1f,r,pI

25: or ETAf + TL ≤ δT,k−1f,r,pI

26: ∀r, add constraint δT,kf,r,p ≥ δ
T,k−1
f,r,p

27: ∀r, add constraint δT,kf,r,pI
= δT,k−1f,r,pI

if tk ≥ δT,k−1f,r,pI
+ TF

28: end for

29: Schedule ∀f ∈ Ωk with scheduling algorithm . Scheduling

30: return δT,kf,r,p

31: end if

32: end for
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Chapter 5

Numerical Simulations

Two problems are considered in the numerical simulation. Section 5.1 presents

the simulations results of the scheduling problem in the PMS with a holding

pattern. The uncertainty is ignored, and therefore the initial schedule deter-

mined by a scheduling algorithm is sufficient and the rescheduling process is

unnecessary. In Section 5.2 the simulation results of the scheduling algorithm in

the PMS are provided considering the uncertainties of the ETA and CDA. The

rescheduling process is conducted to address the uncertainties, and the sliding

window concept is adopted to reduce the computation load.

5.1 Simulation with Holding Pattern

A numerical simulation is performed to demonstrate the performance of

the scheduling algorithm in the PMS with a holding pattern (PMS holding),

described in Chapter 3. Two specific scenarios are selected to show the schedul-

ing result of the PMS holding (Section 3.2), PMS (Section 3.1), and FCFS

algorithms (Section 3.2). A Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to compare

the three algorithms, and their performances are analyzed in terms of delay,

computation time, and other factors.

There are three types of delay, as shown in Fig. 3.2: i) ∆Tinitial, the delay
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before entering the PMS via speed control, ii) ∆Tleg, the time spent on the

sequencing leg, and iii) ∆Tholding, the discrete time delay in the holding pattern.

These delays are used as control variables to schedule the flights. In this study,

∆Tinitial is set between -1 minute and 3 minutes. In the standard terminal

arrival route procedure (Figure 2.3), the speed of flight in the sequencing leg

is 220 kts, and the length of the leg is 25 NM. Thus, the maximum of ∆Tleg

is calculated as 409 seconds. For the holding procedure, the maximum number

of laps is 3, because an overly long delay should be absorbed not by a holding

pattern but by radar vectoring. P , i.e., the time required to complete one lap, is

set to 240 seconds (4 minutes), which implies that the maximum holding time

for an aircraft is 720 seconds. The CDA operation time, ∆TCDA, is assumed to

be a constant and set to 245 seconds. The separation time for safety between

aircraft is determined based on the ICAO standard in Table 3.1, and 60 seconds

is added to the separation time as a safety buffer to handle the uncertainty.

All simulations are conducted with desktop PC (I7-7700 Intel Core processor

and 32 GB memories). MATLAB is selected as the simulation software, and

CPLEX is used to solve the MILP problem. [59, 60] CPLEX is a commercial

optimization software and is considered as a standard tool for solving integer

programing problems.

5.1.1 Illustrative Simulation Result

The PMS holding algorithm can address wide-range scenarios, which the

PMS algorithm cannot. The PMS holding algorithm has a much longer max-

imum allowable delay per flight than does the PMS algorithm, because the

former includes a holding pattern. Therefore, for a fair comparison, the simu-
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lation results are analyzed separately, i.e., when the PMS algorithm succeeds

and when the PMS algorithm fails.

Figures 5.1-5.3 show the scheduling result of the three algorithms when the

PMS algorithm succeeds. Eleven horizontal rectangles denote the time durations

in the PMS of all aircraft. The left side of the rectangle is the initial time of an

aircraft at the initial point, and the right side of the rectangle is the final time

of an aircraft at the merge point. The rectangle is divided into three colored

regions. The blue one indicates ∆Tleg, the time duration in the sequencing leg

of each aircraft. The green represents ∆Tholding, the time duration in a holding

pattern. The gray one implies ∆TCDA, the required time to perform the CDA

operation. The ’x’ mark indicates the ETA of each aircraft at the initial point.

Thus, by comparing the ’x’ mark and the left edge of the rectangle, ∆Tinitial can

be determined, whether an aircraft arrived at the initial point early. A shaded

zone denotes the avoidable arrival time at the merge point, as mentioned in

equation (3.19). During this time, all aircraft are prohibited from arriving at

the merge point.

In Figure 5.1, aircraft 5 (AC5) uses a holding pattern once to lengthen the

time duration in the PMS of the aircraft and avoid the shaded zone. Aircraft

1 (AC1), on the other hand, descends to the merge point immediately after

it enters the PMS because the delay is unnecessary. The aircraft category of

each aircraft is also described as a capital letter (H, L, S) next to the aircraft

number on the y-axis. To make it easier to understand the simulation result,

the flight trajectories in Figs. 5.1-5.3 are shown in Figs. 5.4-5.6.1 Because the

difference among three algorithms come from the sequence of AC5-AC11, only

1The visualized video is available at https://youtu.be/t6h5I1leDdA.
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the snapshots after the prohibited time are shown. At t = 1, 520 sec., the merge

point is blocked with a red circle denoting the prohibited time. The red flights

means that the flight used the route 1 and the blue flights come from the route

2. Aircraft 5 (AC5) is represented with yellow because it only use a holding

pattern in the PMS holding algorithm. In Fig. 5.4, the sequence of AC5-AC11

is (5-6-7-8-9-10-11). On the other hand, the sequence of AC5-AC11 is (7-5-6-

8-9-10-11) by swapping the sequence of AC5 and AC7. Compared to the PMS

algorithm, the sequence of AC5-AC8 is changed by the holding pattern and the

final sequence is (7-8-6-5-9-10-11). Note that the sequence change occurs at the

sequencing leg and the holding pattern.

Figures 5.1-5.3 show that the PMS holding algorithm and PMS algorithm

change the sequence of aircraft at the merge point to reduce airborne delay,

whereas the FCFS algorithm maintains its original sequence. Table 5.1 demon-

strates this tendency of algorithms to reduce delay. The PMS holding algorithm

shows the best performance in terms of average delay (delayed time per air-

craft), whereas the FCFS algorithm presents the worst performance. Because

the FCFS algorithm is considered as a strategy of human air traffic controllers

in this study, the PMS holding and PMS algorithms are expected to reduce

the delay of aircraft compared to the current scheduling strategy in practice. It

is interesting to know that the PMS holding algorithm provides better perfor-

mance in delay than the PMS algorithm does, because the main purpose of the

PMS holding algorithm is to expand the region of scenarios, which the PMS

algorithm cannot schedule because of the limitation of maximum delay. The

introduction of a holding pattern appears to provide another degree of freedom

in the swapping sequence. Meanwhile, the PMS holding algorithm shows the
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worst performance in computation time, because the extension of the PMS al-

gorithm such as introducing integer variables requires more computation load

than the PMS algorithm does. However, the computation time of the PMS

holding algorithm remains acceptable and less than 10 seconds.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the scheduling result of the three algorithms when

the PMS algorithm fails. Because the required delay of an aircraft exceeds the

maximum allowable delay of the PMS algorithm, the PMS algorithm fails to

schedule. Therefore, only the results of the PMS holding and FCFS algorithms

are shown in Figs. 5.7-5.8 and are summarized in Table 5.2. Similar to the

previous simulation, the PMS holding algorithm swaps the sequence of some

aircraft to minimize the average delay. The average delay of the PMS holding

algorithm decreases by 6.52% compared to that of the FCFS algorithm. How-

ever, the computation time is much longer. The computation time of the FCFS

algorithm almost doubles, whereas that of the PMS holding algorithm increases

by approximately 4 times. Thus, the PMS holding algorithm is more vulnerable

to an increase in computation load than the other two algorithms.

Note that some aircraft may sacrifice their delays to minimize the average

delay, because minimizing the average delay and minimizing the maximum de-

lay provide different solutions. Therefore, the fairness between aircraft can be

a practical issue. In this study, this fairness issue is handled indirectly by con-

straining the maximum delay with the number of holding and the length of the

sequencing leg. A bi-objective optimization could be used to directly address

the fairness problem. [61]
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Figure 5.1: Scheduling result of PMS holding algorithm. (PMS algorithm suc-
ceeds.)

Figure 5.2: Scheduling result of PMS algorithm. (PMS algorithm succeeds.)
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Figure 5.3: Scheduling result of FCFS algorithm. (PMS algorithm succeeds.)

Table 5.1: Scheduling result when the PMS algorithm succeeds.

Result(sec)
PMS

Holding
PMS FCFS

Average delay 202.27 215.00 227.73

Average interval 203.4 205.4 207.4

Computation time 0.6287 0.0206 0.2718
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Figure 5.6: Flight trajectories of illustrate example. (PMS holding)
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Figure 5.7: Scheduling result of PMS holding algorithm. (PMS algorithm fails.)

Figure 5.8: Scheduling result of FCFS algorithm. (PMS algorithm fails.)
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Table 5.2: Scheduling result when the PMS algorithm fails.

Result(sec)
PMS

Holding
FCFS

Average delay 469.36 502.09

Average interval 206 210

Computation time 2.8111 0.1302
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5.1.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Result

Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to validate the performance of the

PMS holding algorithm. To mimic a realistic situation, three aircraft densities

(High, Medium, and Low) are considered based on the flight data analysis of

Jeju International airport. The scenario time horizon assumed is set 30 minutes.

Within 30 minutes, 11 aircraft enter the PMS for the high density; 7 aircraft

for the medium density, and 5 aircraft for the low density. For each density, 100

scenarios are generated and used to perform the Monte Carlo simulation.

Several random variables are selected for Monte Carlo simulations. The ETA

of each flight is assigned uniformly randomly and adjusted to satisfy the separa-

tion constraint at the initial point. The category of each aircraft is chosen based

on the following probabilistic distribution: 40% for the heavy class, 50% for the

large class, and 10% for the small class. The prohibited landing time [T1, T2],

defined in Eq. 3.19, is also randomly selected; T1 is determined uniformly ran-

domly and T2 is chosen uniformly at random to make T2 − T1 between 1 and

20 minutes. The random variables used in the Monte Carlo simulations are

summarized in Table 5.3.

As presented in Section 5.1.1, the PMS algorithm may fail at scheduling

because of the limitation of maximum delay. If a failure occurs, a human air

traffic controller should use radar vectoring to find proper solution. However, the

radar vectoring approach requires more workload than the PMS, and therefore

it is not desirable from a practical point of view. Table 5.4 represents the ratio of

intervention by an air traffic controller among 100 Monte Carlo simulations for

each density. The PMS holding and FCFS algorithms succeed in all scenarios,

whereas the PMS algorithm fails to schedule approximately 30 scenarios for each
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density. This result proves that the PMS holding algorithm expands the region

of scheduling-possible scenarios by introducing a holding pattern compared to

the PMS algorithm.

Among the 100 high-density scenarios, 62 scenarios can be scheduled by

the PMS algorithm; in 20 scenarios, the delay is reduced compared with the

result obtained by the FCFS algorithm. Thus, approximately 32.2% of the 62

scenarios shows a tendency of delay reduction. Selected results in which the

delay is reduced by the PMS holding and PMS algorithms are shown in Figure

5.9. The amount of reduced average delay and the percent of reduced average

delay are calculated based on the result of the FCFS algorithm. It can be found

that 8 of the 20 delay-reduced scenarios show better performance in the PMS

holding algorithm (solid line) than in the PMS algorithm (dashed line). This

delay reduction performance is also observed in Table 5.5. The PMS algorithm

shows a shorter average delay than the FCFS algorithm does, and the PMS

holding algorithm shows a significantly shorter average delay than the PMS

algorithm does. The average interval between aircraft, which is closely related

to the throughput of the runway, also provides a similar tendency to the average

delay, although the computation time indicates an opposite trend. In addition,

the gap between the algorithms evidently decreases when the aircraft density

decreases, because there is a positive correlation between the possibility of the

swapping sequence and aircraft density.

The result when the PMS algorithm fails to schedule is summarized in Fig-

ure 5.10 and Table 5.6. Among the 38 scheduling-failed scenarios, 21 scenarios

present a reduction of delay compared to the FCFS algorithm, for a percentage

of approximately 55%. Note that the delay reduction percent is 32.2% for the
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PMS success case. In addition, by comparing Tables 5.5 and 5.6, it can be found

that the reduced amount of average delay by FCFS is bigger in PMS-failed

scenarios than in PMS-succeeded scenarios. The computation time, however,

increases for the PMS-failed case. As an example, for high density, the compu-

tation time that PMS succeeds is 0.2914 sec, but the computation time that

PMS fails is 0.9908 sec. By contrast, there is no clear difference in the compu-

tation times of the FCFS algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

PMS holding algorithm is likely to be affected by both the computation load

and the problem size.

The above analyses of the PMS holding algorithm reveal that the PMS

holding algorithm can schedule more severe scenarios by using a holding pat-

tern than can the PMS algorithm alone. However, at the same time, the PMS

holding algorithm is adversely affected by the computation time and is vulner-

able to both the computation load and the problem size. Thus, it is important

to select the appropriate parameters for scheduling. Table 5.7 illustrates the ef-

fect of mmax on the computation time of the PMS holding algorithm. As mmax

increases, the intervention rate decreases. And every scenario can be scheduled

by the PMS holding algorithm when mmax = 3. In terms of the intervention

rate, it is desirable to increase mmax as much as possible, but the computation

time increases as mmax increases, which is undesirable. Therefore, mmax should

be properly selected while considering the trade-off between the intervention

rate and the computation time.
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Table 5.3: Random variables in Monte Carlo simulation.

Random Variables Probability Distribution

ETAf uniform between 0 and 30 min.

Category
Heavy : 40%
Large : 50%
Small : 10%

T1 uniform between 0 and 30 min.

T2 − T1 uniform between 1 and 20 min.

Table 5.4: Intervention rate of algorithms (%).

Density
PMS

Holding
PMS FCFS

High 0 38 0

Medium 0 34 0

Low 0 30 0

Figure 5.9: Monte Carlo simulation delay result. (PMS algorithm succeeds.)
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Figure 5.10: Monte Carlo simulation delay result. (PMS algorithm fails.)
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Table 5.7: Monte Carlo simulation result according to mmax.

Result mmax = 1 mmax = 2 mmax = 3

Intervention
rate(%)

16 1 0

Computation
time(sec)

0.3049 0.3958 0.5572
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5.2 Simulation Under Uncertainty

5.2.1 Simulation Settings

Numerical simulation is performed for the scheduling problem in the PMS

considering uncertainties of the ETA and CDA in this section. The performance

of the proposed robust scheduling algorithm is demonstrated by performing

Monte Carlo simulation. For simulation, scenarios are generated based on the

historical data of CJU. The aircraft category of flight is assigned 90% heavy

and 10% Large. The flights through SELIN are 9.73% (r2), and other flights

enter through DANBI (r1). Total of 30 flights exist in each scenario, and the

scenario length is set to 1 hour. The scheduling is performed every 5 minutes.

Overall 10 scenarios are generated and used for Monte Carlo simulation. For

each scenario, 100 Monte Carlo simulations are performed.

The parameters of the scheduling algorithm are as follows. The bounds of

scheduled time of arrival (STA) according to ETA, TE and TL, are set to -1

and 3 minutes, respectively. The maximum leg delay, ∆T leg,max
r , is 409 sec. for

r1 and 245 sec. for r2 based on the length of the sequencing leg and the flight

speed on it. And κ, a confidence level of robust scheduling, is 0.25. Note that

the robustness is improved as κ decreases, but the feasible region of a robust

solution narrows. Therefore, a suitable κ is recommended for simulation. T̃CDA

is assumed to follow N(275, 282). The size of the sliding window, TW , is 20

minutes, and the freezing time, TF , is set to 10 minutes.

Five different scheduling algorithms are used to compute the scheduling

algorithms and to analyze the effect of uncertainty. The first algorithm is a

normal scheduling algorithm explained in Section 3.1, which ignores the uncer-

tainty. It is notated as ‘NS’ in the following section. The second algorithm is
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a robust scheduling algorithm, only considering ETA uncertainty. Thus, Eqs.

(3.9)-(3.14), (4.11) are used, which is noted as ‘RS 1.’ The third algorithm is a

robust scheduling algorithm considering ETA uncertainty only, which is called

‘RS 2.’ RS 2 is different from RS 1 that the time-varying characteristics of

ETA uncertainty is ignored in this algorithm. The standard deviation of ETA

uncertainty is fixed at the value of the uncertainty model at 15 min (39.95 sec).

The fourth algorithm is a robust scheduling algorithm, only considering CDA

uncertainty. Among the formulation of the robust scheduling algorithm, Eq.

(4.11) is substituted for Eq. (3.15) in this algorithm, which is notated as ‘RS 3.’

The last algorithm is a robust scheduling algorithm explained in Section 4.2,

considering ETA uncertainty and CDA uncertainty, which is noted as ‘RS 4.’

Above 5 algorithms are summarized in Table 5.8.

All simulations are conducted with a desktop PC (I7-7700 Intel Core pro-

cessor and 40 GB memories). MATLAB is selected as the simulation software,

and CPLEX is used to solve the MILP problem. [59,60]
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Table 5.8: Summary of scheduling algorithms.

Algorithm
Considered
uncertainty

Formulation
ETA

uncertainty model

NS - Eqs. (3.9)-(3.15) -
RS 1 ETA Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14), (4.11) Table 4.1
RS 2 ETA Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14), (4.11) σC = 39.95 sec
RS 3 CDA Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14b), (3.15), (4.10) -
RS 4 ETA and CDA Eqs. (3.9)-(3.14b), (4.10)-(4.11) Table 4.1

5.2.2 Example of Scheduling

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show an example of the proposed scheduling algo-

rithm. The result of the normal scheduling algorithm ignoring uncertainty (NS )

is shown in Fig. 5.11, and the result of the robust scheduling algorithm only

considering the ETA uncertainty (RS 1 ) is shown in Fig. 5.12. Because the

scheduling is performed for every time step, the scheduling result at a specific

time step is only provided. The schedule at the initial points (DANBI, SELIN),

the turning point (pT ), and the merge point (HANUL) are represented with

markers. The round marker denotes the schedule at the previous time step

(tk−1), and the asterisk marker denotes the schedule at the current time step

(tk). The green color denotes the flight came from PC735, the blue color rep-

resents the flight from PC731, and the magenta color denotes the flights came

from MAKET. There also exist black dashed lines, which are the rescheduled

STA at tk. If the solid line and the dashed line are completely overlapped, it

means that the original STA of the flight is maintained after a rescheduling.

The sliding window is represented as a red region, and the flights outside the

sliding window are excluded from the scheduling process at tk.

In Fig. 5.11, the STAs of 5 aircraft are changed in rescheduling by NS.
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(AC 3, AC 5, AC 6, AC 7, and AC 9) For AC 3, only the STA at the merge

point is rescheduled because of the CDA uncertainty, while the STAs of other

aircraft are totally rescheduled by the ETA uncertainty. It may imply that the

ETA uncertainty has a more impact on the scheduling result than the CDA

uncertainty. However, the results are slightly different for RS 1. The number of

rescheduled flights is 3. (AC 3, AC 6, and AC 7) The STAs of AC 5 and AC

9 are maintained by the robust scheduling algorithm through the additional

buffer under the uncertainties. In this example, the number of rescheduling by

constraint violation is 26 for NS and 14 for RS 1 during the simulation. and the

average delay is 295.4 sec. for NS and 283.5 for RS 1. Thus, RS 1 shows better

performance in terms of the number of constraint violation and the average

delay in this particular example. This tendency is statistically verified through

Monte Carlo simulation shown in the following section.
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Time (sec.)

AC 3 AC 5 AC 7

AC 9

Figure 5.11: Example of normal scheduling algorithm (NS ).

Time (sec.)

AC 3 AC 5 AC 7

AC 9

Figure 5.12: Example of robust scheduling algorithm (RS 1 ).
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5.2.3 Monte Carlo Simulation

Table 5.9 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results of five scheduling al-

gorithms. The performance of each algorithm is summarized based on the 3

main quantities: Number of constraint violations, the average delay of flights,

and the amount of schedule change (∆STA). The number of constraint viola-

tions implies the impact of uncertainty on the flight schedules. In Table 5.9,

the number of constraint violations at pI and pF as well as the total number of

constraint violations are shown. The number of constraint violations at pI can

explain the effect of ETA uncertainty, and the number of constraint violations

at pF can explain the effect of CDA uncertainty. The total number of constraint

violations is the sum of those two numbers of constraint violations, which shows

the overall impact of ETA and CDA uncertainty. Figure 5.13 shows the total

number of constraint violations for each algorithm.

The average delay of the flights is closely related to the performance index

of the optimization problem. Equation (3.9), the sum of STA at pF , can be

converted into the total delay of a scenario by subtracting ETA from itself.

Thus, it is possible to analyze the performance degradation of the robust al-

gorithm, which sacrifices the performance index to guarantee the robustness of

the solution. Figure 5.14 shows the average delay for each algorithm.

The amount of schedule change, ∆STA, is also analyzed. Scheduling change

is undesirable, because flight may fail to obey the changed schedule due to

the limitation of aircraft performance, or the workload of air traffic controllers

could increase much to inform each aircraft of the changed schedule. In this

perspective, the small amount of schedule change is favorable. The amount of

schedule change for NS and RS algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.13: The total number of constraint violations in Monte Carlo simula-
tion.

Figure 5.14: The average delay in Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 5.15: The amount of schedule change in Monte Carlo simulation.
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Robust Scheduling vs. Normal Scheduling

By comparing robust scheduling algorithms (RS 1-4 ) with normal schedul-

ing (NS ), it is seen that the RS algorithms provide a meaningful decrease in the

number of constraint violations. Total delay of RS, however, is slightly higher

than that of NS except RS 1. It can be explained by the concept of robust

scheduling. The robust optimization assigns an additional buffer to guarantee

a robust solution, which makes the solution sacrifice the optimality to some

extent. Thus, performance degradation is inevitable when using robust opti-

mization, i.e., a more conservative solution is generated. On the other hand, it

shows that the number of constraint violations also affects the average delay. As

described in Algorithm 1, there exists a penalty for rescheduled flights. The

average delay could decrease as the number of constraint violations decreases,

which is related to the number of rescheduled flights. Note that a more ro-

bust solution assigns larger additional buffers to the flights, which provides the

smaller number of constraint violations. The additional buffer can increase the

average delay by the amount of additional buffer and decrease the average de-

lay by the reduced number of constraint violations. Numerical simulation shows

that the effect of additional buffer is superior than the number of constraint

violations for NS and RS 2-4, whereas the effect of the number of constraint

violations is superior than that of additional buffer for RS 1.

Time-varying ETA Distribution vs. Time-invariant ETA distribution

RS 1 uses time-varying ETA model, and RS 2 uses static ETA distribution.

The effect of the ETA model can be observed in Figs. 5.13-5.15. For three main

indices, the performance of RS 1 is better than that of RS 2 in the average delay,
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and worse in the number of constraint violations and the amount of schedule

change. It can be analyzed that RS 1 is less robust than RS 2 and more efficient

in average delay. The only difference between the two algorithms is the model

of ETA uncertainty, and therefore it can be stated that the performance of

robust scheduling depends on the modeling of uncertainty distribution. Also,

the buffer assigned by the robust scheduling algorithm can be appropriately

chosen by proper modeling of the uncertainty.

ETA uncertainty vs. CDA uncertainty

Let us compare the result of RS 1, representing ETA uncertainty, with

that of RS 3, representing CDA uncertainty. It can be concluded that the ETA

uncertainty has more influence on the flight schedule than the CDA uncertainty.

Though the decreased amount of constraint violation is similar, RS 1 shows

significantly lower values than RS 3 in average delay and the amount of schedule

change. Moreover, it seems that the amount of schedule change mainly depends

on the ETA uncertainty, because the algorithms RS 1 and RS 4 considering

ETA uncertainty show similar ∆STA, and the algorithms NS and RS 3 not

considering uncertainty provide similar results in terms of ∆STA. The reason is

that the ETA uncertainty affects the flight schedule for a longer time than the

CDA uncertainty does. Therefore, it can be stated that the amount of schedule

change is closely related to the number of constraint violations at pI rather

than the total number of constraint violations. These results support that ETA

uncertainty should be considered in a scheduling problem.
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RS 1 and RS 3 (single uncertainty) vs. RS 4 (double uncertainty)

RS 4 simultaneously considers CDA and ETA uncertainties, and RS 1 and

RS 3 consider only one uncertainty, which leads to the performance difference

of the algorithms. RS 4 shows similar results in terms of ∆STA, lower per-

formance in average delay, and better result in the total number of constraint

violations. That is, RS 4 provides the lowest number of constraint violations

but sacrifices the average delay by considering both uncertainties. It implies

that considering all uncertainties may not provide the best solution for every

situation. Thus, the choice between RS 1, RS 3, or RS 4 remains as user prefer-

ence. For example, if the air traffic controller prefers little constraint violation,

RS 4 is appropriate.

In summary, considering the ETA uncertainty could reduce the amount of

the schedule change while maintaining the average delay. On the other hand,

the robust scheduling considering the CDA uncertainty can improve the sat-

isfaction rate of the safe separation constraint at the merge point, exploiting

the average delay and the amount of schedule change. Note that the number

of constraint violations and the amount of schedule change reflect the robust-

ness of scheduling. However, they show slightly different tendencies because the

amount of schedule change depends mainly on the ETA uncertainty. Consider-

ing that the communication load of air traffic controllers is related to the total

number of constraint violations, the number of constraint violations is more ap-

propriate to represent the robustness of scheduling than the amount of schedule

change.

To investigate the effect of the ETA uncertainty, Monte Carlo simulation
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is performed for the situation that the ETA uncertainty is decreased to 50%

of the current level. Table 5.10 summarizes the simulation result for the 50%

ETA uncertainty level. To compare the result of this case with that of the pre-

vious case, three main indices are shown in Figs. 5.16-5.18. For all quantities,

the scheduling performance is slightly improved. In Fig. 5.16, the number of

constraint violation is almost same as that of the 100% ETA uncertainty case.

Comparing Table 5.9 with Table 5.10, it can be seen that the decrease of con-

straint violation mainly results from the constraint violation at pI , which is

closely related to the ETA uncertainty. The average delay is also decreased as

much as 15 sec. on average. Note that different from the 100% ETA uncertainty

case, the average delay of RS 2 is smaller than that of NS for the 50% ETA un-

certainty case. It seems that the decreasing effect of additional buffer becomes

predominant as the ETA uncertainty level decreases. However, the amount of

schedule change for 50% uncertainty level is considerably improved. Figure 5.18

shows that ∆STA is decreased at least 600 sec. and 800 sec. on average for each

scenario. It is interesting to see that the decreased amount of ∆STA is smaller

for RS 1, RS 2 and RS 4 representing ETA-robust algorithms. It seems that for

those ETA-robust algorithms, the ∆STA already dropped 50% in 100% ETA

uncertainty case, thus the additional decreased amount of ∆STA is smaller

than that of other algorithms. In summary, the amount of schedule change is

expected to decrease by ETA estimation performance for the situation that

the ETA uncertainty is decreased, though it has little effect on the number of

constraint violations.

The effect of κ, the major parameter of robust scheduling algorithm, Eq.

(4.5), is analyzed through numerical simulations. For a specific scenario, simu-
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lation is performed for various κ values. Figure 5.19 shows the size of additional

buffer for ETA uncertainty and the success rate of RS2 algorithm. RS2 algo-

rithm is chosen because the size of the additional buffer remains constant for

all simulations. The additional buffer is defined as λEσE , which decreases as

κ increases. Because κ determines the allowable probability of the violation

of uncertain constraints, the robust scheduling algorithm generates a more ro-

bust solution with a smaller value of κ. However, the success rate of the robust

scheduling algorithm also decreases as κ decreases. The effective ETA bound

shrinks as the additional buffer increases. As a result, the size of additional

buffer and the success rate of robust scheduling algorithm show completely dif-

ferent tendency. For the scheduling-successful cases of Fig. 5.19, the simulation

results of the average delay and the number of constraint violations with respect

to κ are shown in Fig. 5.20. Because a smaller κ guarantees a more robust so-

lution, the average delay increases as κ decreases, but the number of constraint

violations decreases. Therefore, the performance of the robust scheduling algo-

rithm depends on the parameter κ, which determines the size of the additional

buffer. Because the average delay and the number of constraint violations have

a trade-off relation, Designers can select an appropriate value of κ considering

the success rate and the performance of a robust scheduling algorithm.

The computation time could be an issue if it is too large to implement the

algorithm in the real operation system. Figure 5.21 shows the computation time

of RS 4 for each time step of a scenario used in the Monte Carlo simulation.

RS 4 is chosen because it has the most constraints among algorithms and is

expected to require the largest computation load. The number of flights in the

sliding window is shown in Fig. 5.21. As shown in Fig. 5.21, the computation
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time depends on the number of flights in the sliding window. In this example,

the computation time is at most 28 sec. for each iteration, and therefore it is

obviously less than 5 minutes. The average computation time is 7.24 sec., and

therefore it can be stated that the proposed robust scheduling algorithm can

be implemented without the issue of computation load.
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Figure 5.16: The total number of constraint violations in Monte Carlo simula-
tion for 50% and 100% ETA uncertainty level.

Figure 5.17: The average delay in Monte Carlo simulation for 50% and 100%
ETA uncertainty level.
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Figure 5.18: The amount of schedule change in Monte Carlo simulation for 50%
and 100% ETA uncertainty level.

Figure 5.19: Additional buffer size and success rate w.r.t. κ.
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Figure 5.20: The average delay and the number of constraint violations w.r.t.
κ.

Figure 5.21: Computation time and the number of flights in sliding window of
RS 4.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Concluding Remarks

Scheduling algorithms in the Point Merge System (PMS) were proposed, and

two main problems were addressed, specifically, a scheduling problem including

a holding pattern, and a scheduling problem considering uncertainties.

The concept of the PMS and a holding pattern were explained. The airspace

around the target airport, Jeju international airport (CJU), was considered.

The arrival procedure and air traffic flow were presented based on the existing

literature and aeronautical information publications.

First, a scheduling algorithm in the PMS without considering uncertainties

was established. This PMS scheduling algorithm considering a holding pat-

tern (PMS holding algorithm) was described based on the previous work. The

PMS configuration was transformed to a node–link structure, and the optimiza-

tion problem was formulated using binary and integer variables. However, the

conventional MILP formulation cannot be used for the transformed node-link

structure because a holding pattern involves specific characteristics that are

difficult to formulate. To apply the MILP formulation to the proposed PMS

holding algorithm, the route structure was changed, and virtual fixes, which

are conceptual, were introduced. The existing MILP formulation was modi-
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fied, and suitable constraints such as first-in-first-out and discrete holding de-

lay constraints were introduced to incorporate the characteristics of the holding

procedure into the formulation.

Second, robust scheduling algorithms of the PMS were proposed. The method-

ology of a robust optimization was explained. If uncertain parameters of linear

programming follow normal distributions, the uncertain constraint can be con-

verted to a deterministic constraint through the chance constraint. In addition,

the ETA and CDA uncertainty models were assumed to follow a normal distri-

bution, reference data were used to approximate the distribution. In contrast

to that of the CDA uncertainty, the probability distribution of the ETA uncer-

tainty depended on the remaining flight time, and the previous and subsequent

ETA uncertainties were correlated. These characteristics of the ETA uncertainty

were applied to the robust scheduling algorithm by considering a multivariate

normal distribution. To perform the simulation, the sliding window technique

was used to reduce the computation load.

Numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the proposed algorithms.

To demonstrate the performance of the PMS holding algorithm, the algorithm

was compared with the PMS and FCFS algorithms. The simulation parame-

ters were selected by considering aeronautical information. The Monte Carlo

simulation results revealed that the proposed PMS holding algorithm can likely

schedule scenarios that cannot be processed using a PMS algorithm that does

not consider a holding pattern. In addition, the PMS holding algorithm can

realize scheduling with an additional degree of freedom owing to the considera-

tion of the holding pattern. Consequently, the proposed algorithm outperforms

the considered algorithms in terms of the delay reduction.
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Moreover, the performance of the proposed robust scheduling algorithm was

evaluated through a Monte Carlo simulation, in terms of the number of con-

straint violations, average delay, and amount of schedule change. Five different

scheduling algorithms were compared to analyze the effect of each uncertainty.

The results indicated that the robust scheduling algorithm corresponds to fewer

constraint violations and reduces the amount of schedule change with only a

slight increase in the average delays. In addition, the necessity of a robust

scheduling algorithm considering the ETA uncertainty was demonstrated by

comparing the effects of the ETA and CDA uncertainties.

The proposed algorithms, the PMS holding algorithm and robust scheduling

algorithm, could be used as decision support tools for air traffic controllers from

a practical perspective to allow a reduction in the workload of human air traffic

controllers.
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6.2 Further Work

Integration of ETA estimation algorithm with scheduling algorithm

The integration of the ETA estimation algorithm with the scheduling algo-

rithm is necessary. In this dissertation, only the estimation data of the estima-

tion algorithm were imported, and the interaction between leading and trailing

flights is ignored in the estimation process. In addition, as the ETA uncertainty

depends on the types of aircraft, the performance of the scheduling could be

improved by the integration of scheduling and estimation algorithms.

Uncertainty of holding pattern

The uncertainty of holding pattern could be considered in the robust schedul-

ing algorithm. There may exist holding patterns at the entry point, the last

point of the sequencing leg, or the merge point in the PMS. These holding

patterns are operated with the PMS and can be modeled in the scheduling

problem. However, there also exists uncertainty in the holding pattern. Note

that the holding constraint is an equality constraint, not an inequality con-

straint. Thus, it is impossible to use the chance constraint approach presented

in Section 4.2. In addition, the computation load is heavier with a holding pat-

tern as shown in Section 5.1 Therefore, a new approach to address the holding

uncertainty is required and could be studied in future work.

Application on other ATM problems

The feature of the proposed algorithm is that the uncertainty is assumed to

follow Gaussian distribution and addressed in robust optimization. Therefore,

the proposed robust scheduling algorithm can be applied to various ATM prob-
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lems considering uncertainty. For example, in a runway scheduling problem, the

uncertainty of taxi-time can be handled in a similar way of CDA uncertainty. In

addition, the uncertainty of arrival time in a air traffic flow management could

be considered as the ETA uncertainty. Therefore, several problems for ATM

considering uncertainty can adopt the approach proposed in this study.

Efficiency of scheduling algorithm

A new approach is needed to reduce the computation load of the proposed

robust scheduling algorithm. In the proposed robust scheduling algorithm, every

flight in sliding window is considered in the rescheduling process. Taking into

account all flights for scheduling is a burden on scheduling algorithm de to a

large amount of computation load, which is not desirable from the practical

point of view. Reducing the size of the considered flights in the rescheduling

process may alleviate this problem, and therefore a study on reducing the size

of flights for the scheduling will improve the efficiency of the algorithm.

Validation in realistic simulation

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, realistic simulation

should be conducted, which include simulation using high-fidelity model and

human-in-the-loop simulation. In this study, the dynamics of flight is ignored

and only the schedules of the flights are determined by the scheduling algorithm.

Considering the fact that flights can conduct additional maneuver to satisfy the

schedule, ignoring the flight dynamics could degrade the performance of the

scheduling algorithm. In addition, in this study, the holding pattern is assumed

to be freely used for every flight. Air traffic controllers, however, may not prefer

to use the holding pattern in scheduling except severe situation. Therefore, more
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realistic model and assumption are required to reflect the practical situations.
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국문초록

본논문에서는포인트머지시스템에서의스케줄링알고리즘을제시하였다.불

확실성이없는상황에서홀딩패턴(Holding Pattern)을포함한포인트머지시스템

(Point Merge System)의 스케줄링 문제와 불확실성이 존재하는 상황에서 포인트

머지 시스템의 스케줄링 문제를 각각 고려하였다.

불확실성이 없을 때 홀딩패턴을 포함한 포인트 머지 시스템에서의 스케줄링

알고리즘은 노드 링크 구조로 모델링하였으며, 이산 변수와 정수 변수를 이용하여

최적화 문제를 공식화하였다. 홀딩패턴의 특성 때문에 기존의 노드 링크 구조 기

반의 혼합정수 선형계획법을 적용할 수 없으므로, 가상의 픽스를 도입하고 노드

링크 구조를 변경하여 혼합정수 선형계획법 기반의 최적화 문제를 제시하였다. 이

과정에서선입선출조건과홀딩패턴의이산시간지연조건을추가하여홀딩패턴의

특성을 스케줄링 알고리즘에 반영하였다.

한편, 예상도착시간과 연속강하접근의 불확실성을 고려한 포인트 머지 시스

템에서의 강건 스케줄링 알고리즘을 제시하였다. 강건 최적화 방법론에 따르면

정규분포를 따르는 불확실한 매개변수가 포함된 구속조건은 확률제한 구속조건을

이용하여 불확실성이 포함되지 않은 구속조건으로 변환될 수 있다. 따라서 예상

도착시간과 연속강하접근의 불확실성이 정규분포를 따른다고 가정하고 모델링을

수행하였다. 예상도착시간의 불확실성은 연속강하접근의 불확실성과는 달리 확률

분포가 잔여비행시간에 의존하고 이전 시간의 불확실성과 다음 시간의 불확실성

사이의관계가존재하므로다변수정규분포를이용하여모델링하였다.알고리즘의

계산량을 감소시키기 위해 슬라이딩 윈도우 기법을 사용하였다.

본 논문에서 제시된 스케줄링 알고리즘의 성능을 평가하기 위해 수치 시뮬
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레이션을 수행하였다. 먼저, 몬테 카를로 시뮬레이션을 통해 홀딩패턴이 포함된

포인트 머지 시스템의 스케줄링 알고리즘의 효과를 검증하였다. 시뮬레이션 결과,

홀딩패턴이 포함될 경우 관제사의 개입률이 감소하였으며, 스케줄링의 자유도가

증가함에 따라 시간 지연량에도 이득이 있음을 확인하였다. 다음으로 불확실성을

고려하는 강건 스케줄링 알고리즘의 성능을 검증하기 위해 구속조건 위반 횟수와

평균 시간지연량, 스케줄 변동량을 기준으로 분석하였다. 몬테 카를로 시뮬레이션

을 수행한 결과, 불확실성을 고려하지 않은 일반 스케줄링 알고리즘에 비해 강건

스케줄링 알고리즘은 불확실성에 의해 스케줄이 변동되는 스케줄 변동량과 구속

조건 위반 횟수에서 유의미한 성능 향상이 있음을 보였다.

주요어: 항공기 스케줄링, 강건 최적화, 예상도착시간, 포인트 머지 시스템, 불확

실성, 홀딩패턴
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